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Hypertext users often suffer from the “lost in hyperspace” problem: disorientation from too

many Jumps while traversing a complex network. One solution to this problem is Improved

authoring to create more comprehensible structures. This paper proposes several authoring

tools, based on hypertext structure analysis.

In many hypertext systems authors are encouraged to create hierarchical structures, but when

writing, the hierarchy is lost because of the inclusion of cross-reference links. The fu-st part of
this paper looks at ways of recovering lost hierarchies and finding new ones, offering authors
different views of the same hypertext The second part helps authors by Identifying properties of

the hypertext document Multiple metrics are developed including compactness and stratum.

Compactness indicates the mtrinslc connectedness of the hypertext, and stratum reveals to what
degree the hypertext is organized so that some nodes must be read before others.

Several exmting hypertext are used to illustrate the benefits of each techmque. The collection
of techmques provides a multifaceted view of the hypertext, which should allow authors to
reduce undesired structural complexity and create documents that readers can traverse more

easdy,
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1. INTRODUCTION

Hypertext systems are used in many applications because of their flexible

structure and the great browsing freedom they give to users. However, this

same flexibility and freedom is the cause of a major concern: the “lost in

hyperspace” problem. Previous attempts to solve this problem have concen-

trated in two areas: improving the user interface and textual analysis. The
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main techniques used to improve the user interface are multiple windows

[15], maps [1,3, 7, 181 and tours or path mechanisms [30]. Unfortunately,
these techniques have not scaled up effectively. Multiple windows help only

in a localized way, maps lose their appeal when hypertext have more than a

few hundred nodes, and path mechanisms are hard to author and maintain.

Textual analysis, on the other hand, scales up much more nicely. By

statistically analyzing word frequencies in each article, it is possible to index

articles by significant terms. Readers can use those terms to facilitate

retrieval and navigation among relevant documents [22]. Although it is

possible to index automatically even very large doculment collections using

textual analysis, this can only provide a partial solution for the “lost in

hyperspace” problem. As discussed later, it is important for readers to grasp

the interdocument structure, and textual analysis is of limited benefit in

finding such linkages. Readers would benefit from information about rela-

tionships among articles (definition, example, details, map), clues about

appropriate reading order, and so on.

User interface techniques and textual analysis do not make use of an

important part of hypertext: their structure. A hypertext is usually defined

as a set of nodes that contain information, and as a set of links that connect

interrelated nodes. To be understandable, a hypertext must be carefully

crafted; each superfluous or missing link contributes to user disorientation. A

link between two nodes is not only glue that keeps the hypertext together,

but each link represents a semantic relationship between the nodes.

Authoring hypertext is not an easy task. Although authors are improving

their skills, as hypertexts grow, management becomes extremely difficult

even for the most qualified professionals. So software tools that would help

hypertext authors see global and local properties would be beneficial. Simi-

larly, metrics that would indicate the hypertext complexity or special proper-

ties of nodes would be welcome.

In this paper, hypertext structure is analyzed in two ways: first, to provide

authors with different views of the hypertext; and second, useful metrics are

devised to reflect properties of nodes and of the whole structure. Improve-

ments in the user interface and textual and structural analyses, each provide

solutions to different problems. Integrating all three techniques will help to

overcome the “lost in hyperspace” problem. One caution is that while metrics

can be useful in making precise and objective comparisons, they are only

approximations to interesting concepts. Good judgment by authors is more

important than staying within strict numerical limits.

Section 2 introduced preliminary concepts that are important for the

development of the algorithms and metrics in Sections 3 and 4. Section 3

deals with hierarchical structures, showing that it is possible to automati-

cally differentiate organizational and referential links. 1 The former are used

to create a hierarchy while the latter are used to cross-reference information.

1 In this paper organizational and referential links are called, respectively, hierarchical and

cross-reference hnks.
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By changing, in a controlled way, organizational to referential links, and

vice-versa, authors get different views of the same hypertext. Metrics are

introduced that identify nodes that can be used to generate specialized maps.

Section 4 develops metrics that indicate global and local properties of the

hypertext. These metrics do not indicate if the hypertext is “good” or “bad,”

but only provide feedback to authors. With this information authors might

decide to add or remove links, add or remove nodes, or change node positions

in the hypertext such that the hypertext attains certain desired properties.

Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusion and directions for future work.

We concentrate on hypertext systems where nodes and links are untyped

and can be represented by a directed graph. The hypertext used for testing

were created in Hyperties. 2 However, we believe that the ideas extrapolate to

hypertext systems with more complex structures. Our software tools were

developed for research purposes, with the hope of inspiring commercial

implementations.

2. PRELIMINARIES

21 The Converted Distance Matrix (CDM)

Central members of an organization are those that can influence a great

number of people in it. Using a directed graph it is possible to represent the

influence relations in the organization. For instance, a directed link between

two nodes indicates that the first node has a direct influence over the second.

If there is a path (of length > 1) between two nodes, then we can say that the

first node in the path has an indirect influence (except for the second node on

which it has a direct influence) over all the other members in the path.

Figure la shows a graph of what might be a small social organization.

Clearly, person “e” is the most central member in this group, since she/he is

the only one that has direct influence over all other members of the organiza-

tion. Figure lb shows a similar organization; however, none of its members

can influence all the others. How can we define which person is the most

central? Clearly, either “e” or “b” are most central since they influence the

greatest number of other members. But while node “e” has direct influence

over 3 nodes, node “b” has direct influence over 2 nodes and indirect

influence over the other 2 nodes.

To formalize the notion of centrality, the sum of distances from a node to

all other nodes in the organization is used. A matrix that has as its entries

the distances of every node to every other node is called the distance matrix

of the graph. Unfortunately, when a node does not reach another node in the

hypertext, the entry in the distance matrix is infinite. Operating with

infinite values is not convenient. Figure 2 shows the distance matrix of the

graph in Figure lb. Because of the many infinite entries in it, it is not easy to

distinguish which node is more central.

2 Hyperties is a hypertext system developed by the Human Computer Interaction Laboratory and
distributed by Cognetics Corporation, Princeton Junction, NJ
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Fig. 1. (a) Person “e” is the most central since he/she has direct influence over all the other

members in this organization. (b) Which is more central: node “e” or “b”?

Fig. 2. Distance matrix for the graph in
Figure lb.

To solve the problem just described, we define the converted distance

matrix as follows: Let C be the converted distance matrix and M the

distance matrix. then

Where the choice of K, a finite conversion constant, strongly influences the

centrality of nodes. Figure 3 shows a graph with the corresponding distance

matrix and converted distance matrix. In this example the value of K has

been set to 4. Guidelines for choosing K are discussed in a later section.

2.2 Index and Reference Nodes

Intuitively, index nodes are nodes that can be used as an index or guide to

many other nodes. For example, an article that points to all the other articles

in a hypertext is certainly an index node. In a hypertext about a computer

science department, an article pointing to all the professors that work in

human factors is also an index. Reference nodes are in a certain way the

converse of index nodes. For example, in a hypertext about animals, all birds

will link to an article about “feathers,” dogs to an article about “sharp

teeth,” and so forth. It is possible to make reference to the birds by saying

that they are animals that have feathers. Since index and reference nodes

ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 10, No. 2, April 1992.
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Fig 3. Graph with its “distance matrix” and “converted distance matrix” (K = 4).

usually point to or are pointed to by whole classes of nodes, it is natural to

define them as a function of their out- and in-degrees, respectively.

Definitions. For a given hypertext:

–Let p be the mean of the outdegrees of the nodes in the hypertext and let ~’

be the mean of the indegrees of the nodes in the hypertext. Note that

~ = F’, since every link that leaves a node has to reach another node. For

this reason we use p for both means.

—Let o be the standard deviation of the outdegrees of the nodes.

—Let u‘ be the standard deviation of the indegrees of the nodes.

—Let ~ be a threshold value.

—An index node is a node whose outdegree is greater than p + r.

—A reference node is a node whose indegree is greater than p + r.

In the examples that follow, T is given the value of 3 * o. This value was

heuristically chosen to be high, so that only a small number of nodes will be

identified as index and reference nodes.

2.3 Centrality Metrics

The idea of node centrality is not new [12, 13]; however, because of the

problems with infinities, the work cited above could not be used directly with

hypertext. This section extends their results.

Definitions. The converted out distance (COD) for a node i is the sum of

all entries in row i in the converted distance matrix (C). Formally,

COD, = ~J C,,.

Similarly, the converted in distance (CID) for a node i is the sum of all

entries in column i in the converted distance matrix, F’orrnally,

ACM TransactIons on Information Systems, Vol. 10, No 2, Aprd 1992
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The converted distance (CD) of a hypertext is given by the sum of all entries

in the converted distance matrix:

It is natural to define a central node as one whose distance to all the other

nodes in the hypertext is small. As that distance grows, nodes become less

central. Consequently, the smaller the COD the more central the node. For a

single hypertext, the COD is a good indication of the node centrality as

compared with another node, but this number indicates little when two

different hypertext are compared. For instance, a node with COD 200 in a

hypertext with 1000 nodes might be much more central than a node with

COD 50 in a hypertext with 100 nodes. To try to compensate for this

difference, the Relative Out Centrality (ROC) metric for a node i is defined as

ROC , = CD\COD, .

The higher the ROC metric of a node, the more central (the inverse of

the COD). Observe also that the ROC is normalized in relation to the size

of the hypertext (CD), making it more convenient for comparisons between

hypertext.

The relative in centrality (RIC) metric is defined analogously as

RIC , = CD/CID,.

Figure 4 shows a graph with the associated converted distance matrix and

its relative out-centrality and in-centrality metric. In this example, the value

of K (the conversion constant) is 6, equal to the number of nodes in the

hypertext.

3. HIERARCHIES

One common way of organizing information, and even people, is through the

use of hierarchies. Many firms and social groups are organized hierarchi-

cally. A newspaper is usually separated in sections, for example, “Local,”

“National,” “International.” The “Local” section would have an “Arts”

subsection, which would be further subdivided in “Theater,” “Music,” and so

on. Textbooks, user manuals, music catalogs are also usually written in a

hierarchical way. Of course, hierarchies are not the only way of organizing,

but their use is extensive.

Many hypertext systems suggest or even induce their authors to write

hierarchically [5, 6, 25, 26]. NoteCards [9] requires users to file every node in

a hierarchical card; but Halasz [10] observed that this compels users to decide

on a structure too early in the authoring process, and should be relaxed in

future versions. Charney cites extensive research that suggests that readers

form mental hierarchical representations of texts [4, 291.
In Hyperties, authors are free to create any structure. A new article can be

created at any time and linked to any other article in the hypertext, Authors

do not need to decide if a link is hierarchical or cross-referential. Hyperties

gives authors a high degree of freedom, however, the price is that users are
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Fig 4 Graph with its “converted distance matrix” and associated metrics

not guaranteed a clear structure. We seem to be in a vicious circle. Forcing

the writer to decide on a structure early in the authoring process is bad, as

suggested by Halasz. Waiting until the hypertext is complete or almost

complete might be too late, since the author may not be able to see a clear

structure.

This section tries to break this vicious circle. By analyzing the hypertext

structure—remember that the structure does reflect semantic

information—we will find reasonable hierarchies automatically and will

separate hierarchical from cross-referential links. By having automatic help

in the formation of the structure, authors gain another advantage: !ll@g [27]
observed that an important function of hypertext systems is to allow authors

to create many coexisting organizations of the same hypertext which can

evolve in parallel. The techniques presented in this section find several

possible hierarchical structures. Each of the possible hierarchies present the

hypertext in a different view. Neuwirth [191 observed that the ability to view

knowledge from different perspectives is important for creative writing.

3,1 Finding Hierarchies

To find a hierarchy in a hypertext, two tasks must be performed: first the

root must be identified and then hierarchical and cross-reference links must

be distinguished. In hypertext, some properties are necessary (although not

always sufficient) for a node to be a root. The fundamental property of a root

is that it has to reach every, or almost every, node in the hypertext, If there
is no path from the root to a node, there is no way to navigate through the

hypertext to reach this node. A node that cannot be reached is either very

special (such as some indices) or there are missing links in the hypertext.

Another important property of a root is that the distance from it to any other

node should not be too large. If the distance from the root to a node is very

large, there will again be a navigation problem. Users will have to go

through a long and maybe tedious path before reaching the desired informa-

tion. Finally, the root should have a “reasonable” number of children. These
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requirements are only guidelines, and as with any guideline it is possible to

create a hypertext that violates it and is still understandable and well

structured. Many books violate grammatical, orthographical, and punctua-

tion rules and become masterpieces of literature.

The hypertext root is highly text and task dependent. Since this paper is

not concerned with the integration of textual and structural analysis, we will

be satisfied in finding a set of nodes that comply with the requirements

above. Those nodes will then be presented to authors who will select the ones

that most satisfy their needs. Section 2.3 introduced the notion of the relative

out centrality (ROC) of a node. Nodes that have a high ROC satisfy the first

two properties of roots; that is, they can reach all (or almost all) the nodes in

the hypertext and the distance from them to all the other nodes is not very

large. The third property, i.e., that the root should have a reasonable number

of children, can easily be met by counting the links of each node. Index nodes

(section 2.2) are by definition nodes that have numerous children and should

not be roots. The process of identifying good roots for the hypertext consists of

the following:

(a) identifying the nodes that have high relative out centrality metric, and

(b) removing the index nodes.

When authors want the root to be an index, they would interact with the

system in order to prevent the removal of these nodes as roots.

For example, the Hyperties CMSC document contains information about

professors and courses at the Computer Science Department of the University

of Maryland. Figure 5 shows a histogram of the ROC metric of all the nodes

in this hypertext. Observe that the “Introduction” and the “Contents” are

nodes whose ROC metric is much bigger than the ROC metric of all the other

nodes. This indicates that both can be used as roots. The “Introduction” is

actually the first article users see when browsing this hypertext. On the

other hand, “Contents” is an index node and is removed from the list of
possible roots. “Fields of Research” indicated in this picture is among the 10

nodes with highest ROC, and in Section 3.2.1 the hypertext is analyzed with

this node as the root.

In this example the value of K was set equal to the number of nodes in the

hypertext. This value of K guarantees that K is bigger than any finite entry

in the distance matrix, since the maximum distance between two nodes in a

hypertext with n nodes is (n – 1). Depending on the author’s intention,

different values can be assigned to K. In Figure 6a we chose the value of K

to be equal to 2 * n (n is the number of nodes in the hypertext). This

strengthens the requirement that, to be central, a node needs to reach all the

other nodes. In this figure, node “b” is clearly the most central (ROC = 11. O).

Suppose now that this hypertext is still in an authoring phase and that many

links are still to be added. Making K have a smaller value than before

allows nodes that do not reach all other nodes to be central. In the graph of

Figure 6 node “a” reaches all the nodes, but “b,” in one step. This suggests
that “a” should be central and that the link “ah” might have been forgotten.

When K = n (Figure 6b), node “a” is more central than node “b. ”

ACM TransactIons on Information Systems, Vol. 10, No 2, April 1992,
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Once the root has been identified, a very simple physical metaphor can be

used in order to separate hierarchical from cross-reference links. Assume

that vertices are flexible joints and edges are strings of constant length.

Picking up the graph at the root and letting the rest dangle will leave only a

tree with the shortest paths taut. Other links are cross references. This

strategy is equivalent to finding a spanning tree by a breadth-first search.

Figure 7 shows the “hierarchization” of a graph where plain arrows are

hierarchical links and dashed arrows are cross-reference links. Note that

links “kd,” nib,” and “hm” are cross-reference, all the others are hierarchi-

cal. Note also that node “f” appears twice in the hierarchical form of the

hypertext: once as a child of node “b” and once as a child of node “c.” In both

cases there are no structural clues as to which position is better for node “f.”

This is a case where textual analysis could be used to remove the ambiguity.

For example, one could compute the distances between nodes “f” and “b,”

and “~’ and “c” in a vector space (where each dimension of the space is given

by the terms that index the articles [22]). The node closer to “f’ would be its

parent. This algorithm is appealing, but it is not guaranteed to produce the

most readable structure. Improvements should be sought and authors must

exercise personal judgment.

3.2 Showing Hierarchies

Once a hierarchy has been found, it is important to show it to authors in a

reasonable way. One alternative is to display the entire generated tree.

Unfortunately, this is usually not convenient for a hypertext with more than

100 nodes. This section discusses techniques that can ‘be used to facilitate the

visualization of a hypertext.

3.2.1 Maps and Outlines. When browsing Nielsen’s HyperCard stack on

Hypertext’87 Trip Report [17], the reader is always presented with two maps:

an overview map and a local map. The overview map, which never changes,

is a picture of the hypertext root surrounded by its children. The local map,

created for each node as the user reads, shows the current node in the center

surrounded by its children. Nielsen’s maps were generated manually. How-

ever, once a hierarchy has been identified as described in the previous

sections, it is not difficult to create maps automatically.

Figure 8 shows a global and local map of the CMSC hypertext with the

introduction taken as the root. Figure 8b shows a local map when the node
being read is “412: Operating systems. ” Highlighted nodes in the pictures

indicate in the local and overview map respectively the node being read and

the higher ancestor of this node that is not the root. By looking at those

maps, one can see that “412: Operating systems” is a course in computer

systems at a graduate level. It should be clear that those are only two of the

many possible maps that can be generated automatically (we show the two

maps to follow Nielsen’s approach). For instance. a map having “412: Operzd
ing systems” in the center, surrounded by all its children, might be better

when trying to find what next node to visit.
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lines are hierarchical links

Another way of showing the hierarchy consists of breaking the hypertext

into chapters, as in a book. Knowing what chapter a node belongs to and

what the other members of this chapter are helps by inserting the node into a

context. To break the hypertext into chapters, we assume that the introduc-

tory article is the table of contents for the hypertext. We then assume that

each link in the introduction is a pointer to one of the chapters. 3 After the

“hierarchization” algorithm has been applied, each chapter will be the root of

a subtree of the hypertext. We say that a node belongs to (is in) a chapter if it

is in the subtree rooted in that chapter.

Figure 9 shows the chapters in the CMSC hypertext when “Introduction”

was taken as root. Numbers before each node indicate their level in the
hierarchized hypertext tree. A node at level 4, for example, will be at

distance 3 from the root, since the root is at level 1. The node “Introduction”

does not appear in this figure because none of the chapters point back to it. In

this figure most of the professors appear in two chapters: “building directory”

and “faculty member index,” and their distance from the root is only 3. Also,
all the courses are directly pointed to by chapter “undergraduate courses

(upper level). ” This suggests that the hypertext author wants readers to be

able to access any professor or course easily, independent of the research

areas.

Another interesting observation is that while “undergraduate courses

(upper level)” (UL) is a chapter, the article “undergraduate courses (lower
levelj”’ (LL) is not (it belongs to UL). For this reason all the courses (upper

and lower level) belong to UL. This is certainly not desirable and suggests

that a link is missing. When a link between the introduction and LL is added

to the hypertext, Figure 10 is obtained. Now both UL and LL are chapters,

and the lower level courses appear in both those chapters. Although this

result is better, it is still not right. By browsing the hypertext, one can see

3 Henceforth, the word “chapter” indicates a node pointed by the introduction
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Fig. 8. (a) Overview map of the CMSC hypertext Highlighted node shows path followed by
user. (b) Local map of the CMSC hypertext. User is reading node “412: Operating systems ‘‘
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Fig. 9. CMSC hypertext with “mtroductlon” as the root

that UL is actually a list of all the courses in the department, and conse-

quently that the name UL was not chosen properly. What action should be

taken now depends on the author. In a new version of the CMSC hypertext,

changes were made in UL so that it links only to upper level classes, fixing

the problem described above.

Figure 11 is a view of the same hypertext, but this time “Fields of

research” was taken as the root, since it is one of the 10 articles that have a

high ROC metric. Furthermore, when index and reference nodes are removed

from the hypertext, it becomes the one with the highest ROC metric (the
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Fig. 10. Lower level courses in the CMSC hypertext appear under the proper chapter “under-

graduate courses (lower level). ”

“Introduction” is an index node). The view from the hypertext now is quite

different from the previous one. Each professor is now under the chapter of

his or her field of interest. Which of the two organizations to present should

be left to the author or the reader. For instance, a reader interested in the

structure of courses should probably see the hypertext as in Figure 9, while a

reader interested in the fields of research at the University of Maryland

should see the hypertext as in Figure 11.

Looking at the hypertext from this new view reveals other interesting

properties. For example, in the original view (the one having as root the

“Introduction” article) the node “Hyperties” is directly connected to the root,

while in the new view it is at level four. This change can be explained by

looking at the author’s objective when creating this hypertext.

It is important to give users information about the system they are using

(the CMSC hypertext was written with Hyperties) as soon as they start
reading, which explains why in the original view (the one actually shown to

readers) this node is at level 2 (Figure 12). On the new view, however, the

main focus is the research fields in the department, amd there is no reason for

Hyperties to have a prominent place, since it is just another research topic.

For the same reason, the view of node “Shneiderman., Ben” is quite different.

In the original view he is alone in the chapter “Hyperties,” because he heads

the laboratory that developed Hyperties. In the new view, he is just another

professor in the department, and is put in a chapter together with other
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Fig. 11. CMSC hypertext with “fields of research” as the root

professors in the human factors field. Observe also in Figure 12 that in the

original view “Shneiderman” is under the node “Hyperties,” while in the

new view “ Hyperties” is the child—indicating that their relative importance

is dependent on the objective of the hypertext.

3.2.2 The Fish eye Lens Model. Furnas [8] devised the fisheye lens model

as another way of showing maps. This model is based on the observation that

humans usually show their neighborhood with great care and detail, while

more distant areas are fuzzier, as determined by the degree of interest.
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Fig, 12, Two different views of nodes “Hyperties” and “Shneiderman, Ben. ”

However, even distant sites may stand out if they are marked with some kind

of distinguishing landmark. Unfortunately, finding nodes that are good

landmarks is not a trivial task.

Valdez and Chignell [28] “anticipated that landmarks would tend to be

connected to more objects than nonlandmarks, in the same way that major

hubs serve as landmarks in airline systems. ” While running some experi-

ments they observed a high correlation between the recall of words in a

hypertext (how easily those words were remembered by subjects) and their

second-order connectedness. The second-order connectedness is defined as the

number of nodes that can be reached by a node when following at most two

links. Nodes that have a high second-order connectedness will probably also

have a high ROC metric, although the converse is not necessarily so. This

suggests that nodes that have high ROC will lbe good landmarks. For

example, in the CMSC hypertext, nodes such as “Introduction,” “Contents,”

and “Fields of research” have very high ROC metric and are very important

nodes, which indicates that they are good landmarks.

Following their analogy about landmarks, Valdez and Chignell search for

major hubs in the hypertext; but they only look at nodes that can reach other

nodes easily (high second-order connectedness). Since hypertext are directed

graphs, it is possible to extend their idea and postulate that nodes that have

high back-second-order connectedness are also good landmarks. The back-

second-order connectedness of a node can be defined similarly to the second-

order connectedness of a node, as being the number of nodes that can reach

the specified node in at most two steps. Nodes that have high back-second-

order connectedness will also have a high relatiue in-centrality (RIG) metric

(defined in Section 2.3).

Figure 13 shows the RIG metric for the CMSC hypertext. Two nodes “Cmsc

112” and “Cmsc 113” have a very high RIG metric as compared with the rest

of the hypertext. “Cmsc 112” and “Cmsc 113” are articles about introductory
courses in a computer science department. Since those two courses are

fundamental in the curriculum, they are easily accessible by almost all other
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Fig, 13, Hmtogram of the RIC metric for the CMSC hypertext

courses in the hypertext, and thus are very in-central. These two nodes are

clearly important landmarks in the hypertext. On the other hand, the

“introduction” and the “content” have a very low RIC metric, since they are
not easily reachable by any of tbe other nodes in the hypertext. It is possible

to expand on Valdez and Chignell’s idea by identifying two types of land-

marks: out-landmarks and in-landmarks.

Another interesting property seen in Figure 13 can be exemplified by the

node “Professor Glen Ricart. ” Being the director of the computer center

means that he does not participate in projects and has no office in the

computer science department. His low participation in the department is

reflected by his infrequent appearance in the hypertext and his low RIC

metric.
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4. METRICS

Comparing and imitating the work of others is one way to learn and improve.

Metrics are a way of giving clear and precise values to objects being studied

so that subjectivity is not involved. For example, in the study of texts,

metrics such as length of words, length of sentences, and the use of passive

voice are used. These metrics can be further combined to form a readability

metric—a value that indicates how easily one can read the text. With precise

values defined, it becomes possible to compare texts, certify that the texts

have certain desired properties, and supervise the evolution of a given text.

For example, software packages can help writers by identifying possible

problems. Too much use of the passive voice usually makes reading difficult;

consequently, articles that use the passive voice frequently have a bad

readability metric. When authors see a bad readability metric and recognize

that the problem comes from excessive use of the passive, they can modify

their text and observe how the readability metric improves.

Hypertext authors can profit from readability metrics, but the metrics can

only be applied to individual nodes. Making every node readable does not,

however, guarantee that the whole hypertext is clear. Users can still get lost

and not find the information they seek. New types of metrics that consider

the hypertext structure and how the information in one node relates to the

information in the others are necessary.

Two types of metrics are developed: global and node. Global metrics are

concerned with the hypertext as a whole, while node metrics focus on the

structural properties of individual nodes, i.e., how each node relates to the

others. Both metrics should be used during hypertext development. Some

node metrics can indicate problems such as missing links that are hard to

identify. Global metrics can identify strangely organized or very complex

hypertext.

Characterizing structures by metrics is difficult. Structural metrics for

readability can be satisfied even by hard-to-read hypertext, just as readabil-

ity metrics can be met by poorly written texts. The metrics in this paper are

a first attempt to provide guidance for authors, and more experience is

necessary for testing and refinement. The metrics presented here do not

make use of some known mathematical quantities such as cutwidth and

k-connectivity. Interested readers are directed to Botafogo [1] and Botafogo

and Shneiderman [21 where those quantities are used to obtain abstraction in

hypertext.

4.1 Global Metrics

One of the most obvious global metrics of interest is the size of the hypertext.

Since hypertext are composed of two main components, nodes and links, it is

helpful for the author to know the number of nodes and links in the

hypertext. Many systems do provide the first piece of information, but few
consider the number of links. With that information, the author can start to
have an idea of the complexity and connectedness of the hypertext. However,

the number of nodes and links and possibly their ratio gives only a rough
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idea of the complexity of reading the hypertext In this section we develop

two metrics, compactness and stratum, and try to capture some notions of

complexity and connectedness in hypertext.

From a reader’s point of view, a high compactness indicates that each node

can easily reach any other node in the hypertext, suggesting a large amount

of cross-referencing. This might be intended, but it also might indicate a

poorly structured hypertext that can burden readers and lead to disorienta-

tion. For example, a hypertext that is fully connected is equivalent to a

hypertext that is fully disconnected but where the user can access any node

by using an index. In a fully connected hypertext readers have no clue as to

which article should be read next, which is equivalent to choosing from a

general index. On the other hand, a low compactness may indicate insuffi-

cient links and that parts of the hypertext are possibly disconnected. Since

the metric does not take into account other hypertext facilities such as

back-up across a link or string search, the hypertext might be easily brows-

able; however, the metric will help identify the structural aspects. A hyper-

text that requires use of back-up or string search to reach nodes is certainly

different from one that does not. Metrics are an aid to authors who must

make the final decision.

Stratum is a metric that suggests whether there is an order for reading the

hypertext. For instance, a linear hypertext can only be read one way, On the

other hand, if the hypertext is a cycle then structurally it does not make any

difference from what node reading starts. If the hypertext is a binary tree,

the reading must start from the root. From there either the root of the right

or the left subtree must be read, and so on. Maximum stratum is achieved in

a linear hypertext. For the reader, a linear hypertext (stratum = 1) is not

interesting, since it does not profit from hypertext advantages. If the stratum

is equal to zero, this indicates that structurally it makes no difference from

what node one starts reading. Of course, no structural difference does not

imply no logical or semantic difference. It might still be better to start

reading from a given node. However, a person unfamiliar with the hypertext

has no indication of where to start. A map of the hypertext does not provide

this information. Furthermore, personal experience suggests that the use of

structural clues helps in understanding and remembering information.

4.1.1 Compactness (Cp). Since hypertext vary widely in the number of

nodes and links, it is hard for authors to grasp the significance of those

numbers. Furthermore, as Figure 14 shows, two hypertexts might have a
completely different structure while having the same number of nodes and
links. For this reason, a compactness metric is developed that varies between

O and 1, independent of the hypertext size, and that reflects differences

between hypertext even when they have the same number of nodes and

links. The metric is O when the hypertext is completely disconnected and 1

when completely connected. The compactness metric is formally defined as

Cp = (Max – ~ , ~ , C,J)/(Max – Min).

Where Max and Min are, respectively, the maximum and minimum value the
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Fig, 14. (a) Max = 180; Min = 30, Hypertext with 6 nodes and 6 links ( K = 6), Links with

arrows at both ends are actually 2 link;: one link in each dmection, (b) Max = 180: Min = 30

Observe that although the two hypertext above have the same number of nodes and links (6
nodes and 6 links), hypertext 14(b) is much more compact ( Cp = O.56) than hypertext 14(a)

(Cp = 0,19).

converted distance can assume. C,~, is the converted distance between nodes i

and j’ (see Section 1. 1). Appendix B gives an alternate definition for Cp and

its value for certain familiar classes of graphs.

The maximum and minimum values of the converted distance are given by

Max = (n’ - rz)C; Min = (n2 - n),

where n is the number of nodes in the hypertext and C is the maximum

value an entry in the converted distance matrix can assume. This is so since

there are ( n2 – n) elements in the converted distance matrix that are differ-

ent from zero (the diagonal is always zero). Usually, C = K, where K is the

conversion constant (see Section 1. 1). For the minimum, it suffices to observe

that the minimum distance between two nodes is 1. Observe that when the
hypertext is completely disconnected (Figure 15a) its converted distance is

maximal and Cp = O. On the other hand, when the hypertext is fully

connected (Figure 15b) the converted distance is minimal and Cp = 1. In

Figures 15a, b, and c, the conversion constant K is set to 5.
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Fig 15 (a) Max = 100; Min = 20; CD = 100. Completely disconnected hypertext has compact-

ness metric equal to 0, K, the conversion constant, is set to 5 m all the examples of Figure 15 (b)

Max = 100; Min = 20; CD = 20 Completely connected hypertext has compactness metric equal

to 1 (c) Max = 100; Min = 20; CD = 60 As hnks are removed from a completely connected

hypertext the compactness metric also drops It varies between O and 1
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Coming back to Figure 14, we can now see that although the number of

nodes and links does not indicate any difference between the two hypertext;

hypertext 14b is much more compact than hypertext 14a.

Three hypertext, CMSC, GOVA, and HHO were studied in order to verify

whether compactness is a good indicator of the complexity of the hypertext.

CMSC, introduced in the previous section, is a hypertext that describes the

Computer Science Department at the University of Maryland. It contains a

description of the facilities in the department, the research areas of the

faculty, details of undergraduate and graduate programs, as well as a de-

scription of the courses. Since it is a small hypertext with 106 nodes and 402

links, and the Computer Science Department at the University of Maryland

has a relatively clear structure, the hypertext is well planned and easy to

read.

GOVA, the Guide of Opportunity in Volunteer Archaeology, is a museum

application written by historians for the Smithsonian Institution over an

extended period of time [21]. This hypertext contains information about

places around the world where readers can become volunteer archaeologists.

Using a touchscreen, readers select (in maps and regular text) regions of the

world or even particular sites. Once the place is selected, the user is pre-

sented with a text explaining the cost, best time to go, and so on. To support

readers in their choice of the best place to volunteer, the hypertext contains

extensive information, such as the period of history when the site was built,

geographic information, and other data linked to form a vast network. GOVA

is larger than CMSC, containing 222 nodes and 1609 links. It was built by

authors with different goals than those of CMSC. GOVA is structured like an

encyclopedia with independent articles that reference each other. It was

important for the museum to enable patrons to get to the information rapidly

and exit; but those who wanted to browse casually could follow the numerous

links. The differences in the structure between CMSC and GOVA are re-

flected both in the compactness and stratum metrics.

Hypertext Hands-On! (HHO) [23] is the first commercially published elec-

tronic book. Is has 243 nodes and 803 links. This book is carefully crafted,

with a traditional hierarchical table of contents. It covers the basic concepts

of hypertext, typical hypertext applications, and currently available author-

ing systems. It also describes design and implementation issues such as user

interface, performance, and networks.

Figure 16 summarizes the facts on the three hypertext. Note that the

compactness of CMSC and HHO are much lower than that of GOVA.

4.1.2 Stratum (St). The stratum metric was designed to capture the

linear ordering of the hypertext. To better explain what this means, we

resort to an analogy from which the concept was drawn. Many companies

have a very rigid organization: the president only talks to the vice-presidents,

who only talk to the directors, and those only to their immediate assistants,
and so forth. For an employee at the bottom of the hierarchy it is very hard,

if not impossible, to reach the president without going through all the

intermediaries. Other companies are much more flexible, and the interaction
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Number of Ncdes Number of Links Cp

CMSC 106 402 0.53

HHo 243 1104 0.55

GOVA 222 1609 0.78

Fig, 16. Compactness of three test hypertext.

between bosses and employees is accomplished much more easily. Which of

these approaches is best depends on the company and on the style of the

employees. Companies of the first type are said to be stratified while the

others are not stratified.

In the same way, authors of hypertext can either write in a very stratified

(hierarchical) way, with few cross-reference links between the nodes, or can

be more liberal in the use of cross-reference links. As in our analogy, the best

way to organize depends on the application, its authors, and readers. We can,

however, postulate that readers will suffer less from the “lost in hyperspace”

problem when the hypertext is written in a more hierarchical way.

The stratum metric is based on two concepts defined by Harary [12]: the

status and contrastatus of members of an organization:

“Consider the digraph of delegated authority in an organization. Call L an

immediate subordinate of u if line u u is in this digraph. And in general, call u

a subordinate of u if u is reachable from u. Call the subordinate vector of u the

sequence (el, ezj , eP_l ) where en is the number of points at distance n from
u. In analyzing status phenomena in organizations, Harary [Har591 proposed
the following as reasonable requirements for the status of a person. For any
point u in this digraph, a status measure S(u) is wanted such that:

1) s(u) is an integer,

2) S(u) is O if and only if u has no subordinates,

3) if the subordinate vector of u is obtained from that of u by adding one
subordinate (at any distance from u), the status of u is greater than that of
u, and

4) if the subordinate vector of u is obtained from that of u by increasing the
distance of any subordinate, the status of u is again greater than that of u.

In view of these considerations, the status of person u in an organization may
be defined as the number of his immediate subordinates, plus twice the number
of their immediate subordinates (who are not immediate subordinates of u),
plus three times the number of their immediate subordinates (not already

included), and so on. It can be shown that this particular definition gives the
smallest possible measure satisfying these four requirements and, in this sense,
is a natural one. ”
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The contrastatus (as Harary puts it: “the amount of status weighting down

on an individual from his superordinates”) is analogous to the status; how-

ever, instead of looking for a subordinate vector, we look at the superordinate

vector. The status and contrastatus can be found easily. The reader is

cautioned that to find these values the distance matrix and not the converted

distance matrix is used. Also observe that status and contrastatus are

complementary definitions for the ROC and RIC metrics defined in Section 1.

Definitions

–Let D be a directed graph (digraph).

—Let d( u, V) be the distance between nodes u and u in D.

—The distance sum from U, in D (represented by a,) is the sum of the finite

distances ~(ul, U) for all u in D. Thus, a, is the sum of the finite entries in

the ith row of the distance matrix DM( D).

—The distance sum to v] in D (represented by b)) is the sum of the finite

distances d( u, u~) for all u in D. Thus, b] is the sum of the finite entries in

the jth column of the distance matrix DM( D).

—The total distance (z, zj d,~, d,j + m) within a digraph D is the sum of all

the finite distances d(v,, v~) in D. Thus, (z, Xj d,j, d,j # ~’) is the sum of

all the finite entries in DM(D).

With these definitions we can see that the status of node V, is given by a,

and the contrastatus of node u] is given by b~. We can now define another

property of each node in the hypertext, namely its prestige. Harary suggests

that the net status of an individual, given by a, – b,, is a better indication of

the prestige of an individual in a company. Figure 17 shows a hypertext with

the status, contrastatus, and prestige of each node.

The total prestige (the sum of the prestige of each individual) of any

organization is always O, since the total status of the members of the

organization and the total contrastatus are identical. We can, however,

define the absolute prestige (or the absolute stratum) of the organization as

being the sum of the absolute values of the prestige of each individual.

Figure 18 illustrates why the absolute prestige is an indication of the

absolute stratum of the organization. Observe thalt the linear hypertext

(Figure 18a) has a much higher absolute prestige than the single cycle

hypertext. In the first case it is very clear which one is the “president” of the

organization and what are the positions of the other members. In the cyclic
hypertext (Figure 18b) all nodes have the same influence over the other

nodes, and consequently the absolute prestige of the hypertext is O.

Definitions

—The linear absolute prestige (LAP) of a hypertext with n nodes is identical
to the absolute prestige of a linear hypertext with n nodes. For example,

the LAP of hypertext in Figure 18a is 16, since this is the absolute prestige

of a hypertext with 4 nodes.
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Fig 17. Hypertext with the “status,” “contrastatus,” and “prestige “ Note that nodes that

reach all the other nodes in the hypertext have status Identical to their COD metric Ehmdarly

nodes that are reached by all other nodes in the hypertext have identical contrastatus and CID

metric

Distance Matrix (I)M)

I
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b
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d
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a 0123 6 0

b 3012 6 0

c 23 0 1 6 0

d 1230 6 0

Cstat. 6666 24 ~

(b)

Flg 18 (a) Absolute prestige of the hypertext 1s 16 This hypertext is also used as a basis for

flndmg the linear absolute prestige of all hypertext that have 4 nodes (b) Absolute prestige of

the hypertext is 0, No structural clue to which node should be read fwst is present
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–To define the stratum of the hypertext, we normalize the absolute prestige

of the hypertext by dividing it by its LAP. Formallyj the stratum (St) is

defined as

St = absolute prestige/LAP.

The linear absolute prestige (LAP) is given by the following formula (see

the appendix)

1-’
n’

if n is even.

LAP = 4
n3-n

4’
if n is odd.

Figure 19 shows two almost identical hypertexts with the same number of

nodes, where one differs from the other only by an extra link. Observe,

however, that the presence of this link completely changes the stratum of the

hypertext. Hypertext 19b has a stratum metric much smaller than hypertext

19a. Although in this simple example one hypertext might be as easy to read

as the other, hypertext 19b has no structural clue as to which node should be

read first, as in hypertext 19a, since in 19b one could start reading the

hypertext by any node and be led to the others. In tlhe case of hypertext 19a,

on the other hand, the reader should start reading from either node “a” or

“b” only.

In the definition of stratum, the absolute prestige of the hypertext is

divided by its linear absolute prestige, This was done in order to normalize

the stratum value so that it would be insensitive to the hypertext size in

nodes. However, normalization is not an easy issue. First, from a user

interface point of view, it is not clear that the size of the hypertext should be

removed as a concern. As the hypertext size grows, the concern with nonlin-

earity increases because more structuring is needed to prevent disorienta-

tion. Normalization against other properties such as number of links, length

of paths, or other properties should be considered. Second, normalizing

against size is intended to permit some comparison between hypertext of

different sizes—but they are inherently different in size and normalization

may obscure the difference. This parallels text readability metrics, which

might indicate similar grade levels for two documents that are orders of

magnitude different in length. Clearly, the longer document will take longer

to read and be more difficult to read. We realize that stratum is not a perfect

metric, some problems are evident and only a few hypertext have been

checked, but we are encouraged by these first steps.

Stratum and compactness are not independent measures. For example, if

the compactness is equal to 1 (hypertext is totally connected) then its stratum

is O. Figure 20, however, shows how the compactness and stratum indicate

different properties in the hypertext. Note that ir, part 20a and 20b the

stratum is the same but the compactness of hypertext 20b is higher. The

stratum remains constant, since the amount of status and contrastatus
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Fig. 19, La) Absolute prestige = 30; lap = 63/4 = 54; stratum = 30/54 = 0.56. (b) Absolute

prestige = 12; LAP = 6 3/4 = 54, stratum = 12/54 = 0.22. Two almost identical hypertext,

where, by adding only a link, the stratum varies substantially.

acquired by each of the nodes in the lower level of the hypertext is identical.

From Figures 20b-20c the stratum increases due to the fact that, although

the status and contrastatus acquired by the nodes in the lower level of the

hypertext are identical, nodes “c” and “d” have acquired status but no

contrastatus since they can now reach more nodes, but not be reached by

them. Figure 20d shows the extreme case where the stratum is O, but the

hypertext has a reasonable compactness metric.

Again, CMSC, HHO, and GOVA are studied and their stratum compared.
Their stratum are respectively 0.13, 0.05, and 0.01. From these numbers, the

following conjectures can be made:

–Hypertexts, even the simple ones such as CMSC, are far from linear, which

shows that authors use cross-reference links liberally.

— Since the LAP grows in the order of 0( n3) it does not make much sense to

compare hypertext that have large differences in the number of nodes.

Although HHO is very well structured, its stratum is half that of CMSC.

However, the stratum still indicates the complexity of the hypertext.
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CP = 0.23

I

a

St = 0.28

CP = 0.58

St -041

CP -0.36

St -0.28

(a) (b)

I
a

(c)

Fig. 20. Although stratum and compactness

different properties of the hypertext.

are not

<J
(d)

ndependent measures, they stil

Cp-0.55
St -0.00

indicate

Whereas HHO has more nodes than GOVA (243 and 222, respectively), its

stratum is five times as large. This is appropriate, as the au~hors of HHO

intend to guide readers to introductory articles before guiding them to

advanced ones.

–For future work, it -would be interesting to analyze other well-structured

hypertext, to propose to authors reasonable ranges for stratum for hyper-

text having 100, 200, 300, (etc.) nodes, I

Figure 21 shows the effect on the stratum of the removal of the links going

to and from reference and index nodes. Contrary to what happens with

compactness, the stratum goes up when the links are removed. For CMSC!
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[

Number of Nodes Number of Links St /
Number of Links St

5

CMSC 106 40~ 0.13 278 0’24

/

HHo 243 1104 0.05 / 803 0.10

J

GOVA 222 1609 0.0’2 / 1184 0,03

J

Fig. 21 Effect on stratum of the removal of hnks from index and reference nodes

and HHO the stratum almost doubles, suggesting that these hypertext are

much more “linear” than it seemed on a first examination. However, GOVA’S

stratum does not suffer such a dramatic increase. We recommend exploration

of alternative normalizations for the stratum that are based on hypertext

size.

Nodes that have a very low status and very low contrastatus are nodes that

are hard to leave and hard to reach. For example, a disconnected node can

only be reached and be left through the index. Knowing about disconnected

nodes is important to authors, and all authoring systems should provide this

information. However, the case of nodes with low status and low contrastatus

is more interesting, since they cannot be spotted so easily. In general, nodes

with very low contrastatus are less likely to be browsed, since their distance

to other nodes is high. An exception is a node that is only connected to the

root. In general, nodes with very low status indicate that they are reachable

largely by a back-up facility or the index, and therefore they are almost

disconnected. Authors may wish to add links to make these nodes more

accessible.

4.2 Node Metrics

In this section we define two new metrics for each node in the hypertext:

depth and inbalance. These metrics are designed to further indicate special

nodes in the hypertext. For instance, nodes that are too deep in the hypertext

are hard to reach. This might indicate that links are missing or that the

information contained in this node is very specialized. Imbalance nodes are

those that are at the root of an imbalance tree. Having an imbalance tree

might indicate to the author that the sparse branches should be developed

more thoroughly.

4.2.1 Depth. By definition the depth of a node in a hypertext is just its

distance from the root. The bigger the distance of a node from the root, the

harder it is for the reader to reach this node and consequently the less

important this node will be in the hypertext. Nodes that are very deep inside

the hypertext are unlikely to be read by the majority of the readers. Such

nodes might indicate possible “bugs” in this hypertext. A special case of very

hard to reach nodes is when the node cannot be reached by the root. In this
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Fig, 22, Superposition of the histograms of the status and contrastatus in CMSC

case the node is said to be at infinite distance from the root, and it will be

impossible for a reacler to reach it (actually almost all hypertext systems

have some kind of index or string search that allows users to reach any node,

thus bypassing the hypertext structure).

Deep nodes are not always a “bug.” An author may decide to store a low

relevance piece of information deep inside the hypertext, In this way, readers

whose interest is not so strong can browse the hypertext without seeing the

low relevance information, while more interested readers will be able to

achieve a deep understanding of the subject. An example of the appropriate

use of deep nodes can be taken from the Hypertext Hands-On! book [23] where

the average depth of a node is 4. The hyperfiction has a node whose distance

from the root is 10. This high depth is not an error, but is intentional
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complexity in the story. By having access to a depth metric, authors can

locate unreachable or deep nodes and verify that they were intentional.

Figure 23 shows the title of some articles in the Hypertext HcmcZs-On! book

and their depth in the hypertext.

4.2.2 Imbalance Metrics. When writing a linear text a rule usually rec-

ommended is to develop the ideas with the same care. This implies that the

length (in number of words written) of the ideas should be similar and that

the number of subideas of each of the main ideas should also be equal.

Looking at the outline of a text written in the way just described one

observes that each item has an equal number of subitems. In hypertext, if

we assume that each node contains only one idea and that the links emanat-

ing from a node are a further development on that idea (unless they are

cross-reference links), then we might want the hypertext to be a balanced

tree.

Of course, imbalance in a hypertext is not always bad. What is really

important is that each topic is fully developed. Thus, in a university depart-

ment hypertext, there may be many more levels of information on professors

and their areas than on locations of copying machines. However, we should

expect that each of the major areas will be treated with the same care.

Balance is not necessary but too much imbalance might indicate a bias of the

author or a poorly designed hypertext. Again it should be remembered that

those metrics are to be used for feedback to authors. If they decide that

imbalances are desired then they can overlook the information. Figure 24

shows two trees with the same number of nodes, but tree 24a is more

balanced than tree 24b.

This section will try to answer two questions: first, is the hypertext

well-balanced? And second, if not, then what are the nodes that root imbal-

ance subtrees? After defining more clearly the notion of balance, imbalance

metrics for each node are defined. Those having a very high imbalance

metric are the roots of subtrees that may need to be balanced. Two different

types of imbalance are studied: depth and child imbalance.

We assume that a link represents a development of an idea, unless it is a

cross-reference link. For this reason we use the results found in the previous

section that distinguish between cross-reference links and hierarchical links.

In what follows we assume that the algorithm developed in the previous

section has already been run on the hypertext and that we are dealing with

rooted trees instead of general graphs.

Definitions

—Let T be a general rooted tree.

—Let al, az, . . . . a. be children of node a. We define the depth vector of a

(D(a)) as being:

{

[1+ Max(D(al)),l + Max(D(a,)),. ..,1 + Max(D(a~))],

‘(a) = [0] if a has no child ( n = O)
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Chapter interactive fiction: a h

3) interactive fiction: a loft: thor

3) interactive fiction: a lofti fleur

3) intcractwe fiction: a loft harry

3) platt, robin

4) interactive fiction. a loft. pry

5) interactive fiction a loft thor’s

5) interactive fiction: a loft fleur’s

5) mtcractive fictmn: a Iofti harry’s

6) interactive fiction: a loft talk to harry

6) interactive fiction: a loft go werk out

6) interactive fiction a loft ask her

6) interactive fictIom a loft job at xerox

6) interactive fiction: a loft dance exerases

6) interactive fiction: a loft tofu cmquette

6) interactive fiction a loft thor & berry

6) interactive fiction a loft primitives gallery

7) interactive fiction: a loft It’s fleur

7) interactive fiction: a loft: going out

7) interactive fiction: a lof~ calling thor

7) interactwe fiction a lofb says ok

7) interactive fiction: a loft says no

7) interactive fiction: a lofti get married

7) interactive fiction a loft break up

8) interactive fiction. a loft: yes, you

8) interactive fiction a loft thor blushing

8) irmractive fiction: a loft harry witi another gi

8) interactive fiction a loft ad in variety

8) interactive fiction a loft added dialog

8) interactive fiction: a loft goes back to the loft

9) interactive fictiorx a loft follows her

9) interactive fiction: a loft return to the loft

9) interactive fiction: a loft fleurkxxrtral park

9) interactive fiction a loft more meaningful did

9) intemctim fiction a lnfk barrykmvral park

10) interactive fictiorr a I&t thor/central park

Chapter (1) essential corrccp

3) toum

3) the stxucture of a hypertext databas

3) Smrchirlg

3) path history

3) ncxfes

3) indexing

3) gmdng around a hypertext databas

3) falters

3) hypmtsxt terminology defined

3) databases

3) browsing

3) bookmarks

4) windows

4) example of a tour

4) default

Chapter (2) application

3) scftware engineering

3) mfigious studies

3) product catalogs

3) museums

3) medieal text+

3) instruction

3) h,elp systems

3) encyclopedias

3) dlucumentation

3) dictionaries

3) Crcrdive writing

4) windows

4) videod=k

4) megabyte

4) authoring, detirdtio

Fig, 23. Hypertext Hands-On} hypertext. Number before the article name indicates the depth

The maximum depth of the interactive fiction chapter, which is 1.0, is much larger than the

average depth of the rest of the hypertext, which is approximately 4.

where Max( D( al)) indicates the value of the biggest element in the vector

D(cz,). The depth vector is represented inside SqUalre brackets ([ ]). Intu-

itively, this vector indicates the maximum distance one can go by following

each of the children of node a.

—The child uector of a (C(a)) is defined as

C(a) =

[

{1 + XC(al),l+ XC(a2),...,:l+ Xc(an)},
{0)’ if a has no child ( n = O)

where ~ C( a,) indicates the sum of all elements in vector C( a,). The child

vector is represented inside braces ({}), and indicates the size (number of

elements) of the subtrees rooted at al, az, . . , an.

—we define the absolute depth imbalance for node a to be the standard

deviation of the elements in vector D(a).
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rebalanced hypertext.

Similarly, we define the absolute child imbalance for node a to be the

standard deviation of the elements in vector C(a).

5. CONCLUSION

We suggest one way to analyze the structure of a hypertext by identifying

hierarchies and metrics. Diverse hierarchies give authors different views of

the hypertext, facilitating its structuring and the identification of errors.

Metrics are useful tools for comparing different hypertext and also ensuring

that one’s hypertext has the expected properties. However, numeric objective

approaches should never override the creativity and judgment of authors.

Interpretations made from metrics should be carefully verified.

In Section 3, we saw how to identify potential roots, that is, nodes that can

easily reach all other nodes in the hypertext. Floyd’s algorithm (0( rz3)) was

used to find the distances between all the nodes [71. With these distances, it is

easy to find the ones with high relative out-centrality. Once a root is selected

by the author, a simple modification of breadth-first-search (0(n)) is used to

separate cross-reference from hierarchical links. If authors know which node

they want as the root, then finding the root does not need to be performed.

If these algorithms are being used to analyze very large automatically

created hypertext, then algorithm execution time is a serious issue, but this

analysis is still much faster than going over the hypertext manually. Faster

mean time algorithms [16, 24] or parallel execution should be explored.
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Another solution is finding the distance between nodes incrementally as

authors add new nodes. This can be implemented in 0( I E I + I V I ) with a

simple modification of breadth-first-search. Since hypertext graphs are usu-

ally sparse (on average no more than a dozen links per node), this operation

can be performed fairly fast. The compactness and stratum computations

depend on the distance between nodes. The imbalance and depth metrics can

both be implemented in 0( I E I + / V I).

We applied these algorithms in three Hyperties databases: Hypertext

Hands-On! (HHO), the Guide in Opportunities in Volunteer Archaeology

(GOVA), and a database about the Computer Science Department of the

University of Maryland (CMSG). While HHO and CMSC are hierarchically

separated into chapters and sections, GOVA is structured as an encyclopedia,

with no hierarchy. This difference is reflected in the compactness and stra-

tum of these hypertext. Although GOVA does not have a clear global

structure, there are many hierarchies. By finding the roots of these hierar-

chies, authors can have a much clearer notion of this hypertext’s contents.

By using structural analysis it was also possible to identify errors in the

hypertext. For instance, in CMSC some nodes were in the wrong place in the

intended hierarchy. In analyzing the structure we realized that a link was

missing. Adding the link removed the problem. Finding this problem by

inspection would have required a thorough study of the whole hypertext,

since it was hard to even see that there was a problem without structural

analysis.

We believe that the analysis of the hypertext structure will yield many

interesting results and that as more research is done new problems and ideas

will present themselves. A suggested list for future research follows:

–We have concentrated our analysis on hypertext systems that have a

simple underlying structure. Will the ideas that we present work in more

complex hypertext systems? For instance, how tcl deal with typed or

conditional links?

—Since the hypertexts we have studied are all authored with Hyperties, one

can argue that the system induced authors to produce similarly structured

hypertext. Will the results be as effective in other systems such as

HyperCard or Guide?

—The only area where we suggest how to show the re~sults of our algorithm

to the end user is in the automatic generation of maps. New techniques

need to be created for users (authors and readers) to easily identify

relevant nodes in a hypertext.

–Hypertext databases can be generated automatically. It would be interest-

ing to discover if even in those cases hierarchical structures exist. For

example, if a hypertext database is automatically generated from the

“man” pages in Unix, will the stratum of the hypertext be very low or will

it be similar to other examples? Is it possible to classify hypertext by

looking at their metrics?

—The stratum metric is highly dependent on the number of nodes, making it

hard to compare two hypertext. This dependence is caused by the proposed
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normalization, but a better normalization method might solve the problem.

A tree, which offers very clear structural clues to the reader, can have a

low stratum metric because normalization is done against a linear hyper-

text. Maybe normalization should be done against some type of tree.

—Many metrics were developed. Is it possible to devise other interesting

metrics? For instance, would it be possible to devise a “readability” or

“comprehensibility” metric? Our experience with the three hypertext

presented here plus other hypertext that we analyzed suggests that the

answer is yes. Compactness and stratum revealed interesting properties of

the hypertext we studied. Also, depth and the other node metrics revealed

properties of the hypertext that we were not aware of. We believe that

further study will suggest new metrics that will capture other important

properties of hypertext.

APPENDIX A: THE LINEAR ABSOLUTE PRESTIGE

LEMMA. The linear absolute prestige (LAP) of a hypertext with n nodes is

given by

1-’

n3
if n is even.

LAP = 4
n’-n

4’
if n is odd.

PROOF. Let n be the number of elements in the linear hypertext. Assume

that node “l” is the root and that it links to node “2” that links to node “3,”

and so on. Let s, be the status of node z and

following is easily seen for the contrastatus:

cs~ = o; since node 1 is not reachable.

CS2 = 1; it is at distance 1 from node “ 1”

cs~ = 3; it is at distance 1 from node “2”

node’’ l”. 2 + 1 = 3.

CSZ its contrastatus. The

and distance 2 from

and in general:

n–1

Csn = ~ i.”. es,, =~.
Z=l

Status can be related to the contrastatus in the following manner:

S1 = csn; s2 = csn_l; . . ..s. = csn_,, –l); . . ..sn = Csl;

By definition, LAP is LAP= ISI– CSII+ISZ– CSZI+. ..+ls-cs~l.

When n is an even number the above formula can be expanded as follows:

LAP = I CS~ – CSII + I cS~_~ — cszl + ““” + I Cs~–tL~12J–1) — csn/2

+ I c’5’?,-(n/2) - cs(n,2)+11 + -.” +\csl - Csnl
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Observe that because of the absolute value, the formula above is symmetric.

Therefore,

LAP = 2[(cs, – CSl) + (csn_l – CS2) + ..” +( CS(,L,2)+1 – %2)] +

n/2

LAP = 2 ~ C. S., +ICS,
[=1

but

_cs=(n- i+l)2-(n-i+l) i’-i n’-2ni+n
Csn–z+l 1

—

2 2–= 2

from this we get

n/2

LAP= ~ (n2–2ni+ n).
[=1

As a result, when n is even

When n is odd the expansion done in Equation 2 has to be slightly modified,

resulting in a different upper limit for the summation. We have

LAP= lCS~– CSII + lcS~_, – CS21 + ““” +lCS(m+l),2 – cS(m+l)zl + ““”

+ Icsl – CS,*I

n—1

LAP = 2 ~ CSn_Z+l – CSZ
i=l

but it has already been seen that

n2 –2ni+n

Csn–z+l – es, =
2

as a result,

n–1

LAP= ~ (n2–2ni+ n).
icl

Resolving the above summation yields

n’-n
LAP = —

4’
when the number of nodes is odd. n

APPENDIX B: SOME CP RESULTS FOR FAMILIES OF DIGRAPHS

Values that the Cp metric yields for familiar classes of graphs can help

with the interpretation of the compactness metric. E\asically, compactness
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indicates the level of connectedness. Compactness can be defined as follows:

Cp= l/(n(n – 1))*Z [i#j]sL,,

where S,, = (c – cil)/( c – 1) with c the conversion constant.

Unidirectional star (single root, connected by unidirectional out-links to all

others; a hypertext structured only by an index):

Cp= l/(rL(rz- l))*((n - l)*(C - I)/(c - 1) + (n- l)*n* (c- c)/(c - 1))

= l/(n(n– I))*(n– 1) = l/n

=Oasn= large.

Bidirectional star (single root, connected by bidirectional links to all oth

ers):

Cp= l/(n(n - l))* (2*(n - l)(c - I)/(c - 1)

+(n–l)* (n-2) *(c- 2)/(c– 1))

=2/n+ (n -2)(c-2)/(n(c - 1))

which, if you choose c = n, + 1 as n * large.,

Tulo disjoint complete graphs with cardinality nl and n2, nl + n2 = n:

Cp= l/(n(n - l))* [nl*(nl - l)(c - l)/(c- 1)

+n2*(7z2 - 1)(C - I)/(c - 1)]

= 1- (2*nl*n2)/(n(n - l)),

this is minimal at nl = n2 = n /2, where

Cp = 1/2 - l/(2n - 2) = 1/2 (as recommended).

Unidirectional cycle

Cp=l/((n -l)n)[(c-l)+ (c-2)+ “.”+(c- (n-1) )]*l/(c -1)

= l/(n–l) [(n- 1) *c- (n**2–n)/2] *1/(c–’l)

= (c- n/2)/( c- 1)

which, if you choose c = n, + 1/2 as n * large.

Bidirectional cycle

Cp = l/(n(n - 1))*2/(c - l)*[(n/2 - l)*c - ((n/2 - 1) + 1)/2]

= (c- n/2)/( c- 1)

which, if you choose c = n, = 3/4 as n * large.
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Unidirectional linear

Cp=l/(n(n –l))[((n –l)*n*c)/2 *(c–l)–l/(c– 1)*

l/2* [n*(n–l)+(n*(n

=c/((c– 1)*2) –l/2*(c–1)

which, if you choose c = n, ~ 1/2 –
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